
Editorial

Greetings to my Ulysses friends. Our club keeps going from
strength to strength, with so many wonderful activities and
rides in the last few summer months, reflecting the 
contributions, organisation and efforts of so many of our 
members. Not only are we the biggest Ulysses club in 
Victoria but I think we must be about the most 
enthusiastic.

Our Annual General Meeting last week saw a few changes in our 
committee. Stewart Westfield, our President-Extraorinaire for four years, 
stood down after his wonderful and myriad efforts for our club. Similarly, 
the Secretary with the mostest, Hank Steuten retired after a wonderful 
run. Roger Petrucci has retired as Ride Coordinator after doing a sterling 
job Thanks for great Service to all of these gentlemen, on behalf of all of 
us.

 Henry Rokx , Steve Griffiths and John Ashley, respectively as President, 
Secretary and Ride-coordinator, have replaced them on the committee. We
wish them all well in their new roles. I’m sure each of them they will all 
make an excellent contribution, guiding our club to further success. 

The rest of the committee continues in their current roles: Mark Edmonds 
remains as Treasurer; Andrew Degenhardt remains as Webmaster; Chris 
Collins remains as Welfare Officer and Rebecca Davey remains as Social 
Coordinator. (See committee contact details below)

Our Committee has been busy nominating many of our very worthy 
members for awards and giving them due recognition for contributions 
above and beyond the ordinary. 

Henry Rokx received his well-deserved Dearnley Medal (named for “Old 
Number 1” Ulysses member), for work outstanding contributions above 
branch level, way back in 2014. 

There hadn’t been another award for many years. Stewart introduced his 
President’s Award fairly recently, and we have had worthy recipients 
receiving it: Chris Collins, Tony Garner, Ian Mc Kenna and Ed Norris. And 
now we have many recent worthy recipients of the coveted Telemachus 
Medal in the person of Roger Petrucci and John Ashley. 

Telemachus was the valiant son of Ulysses/Odysseus in Greek mythology. 
Out Telemachus winners are equally valiant. Space here doesn’t let be 
expand on the citations of individuals, but all winners have made great 
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contributions to our club in manifold ways. We’re all the better for this, and on behalf of all of us, I
would like to than each and every luminary! 

Our next issue of “Grapevine”, scheduled for June, will be delayed until July, as I am overseas 
from May to July. Apologies for any inconvenience.

Our New Committee March 2023

Henry Rokx henry.rokx1@outlook.com president@yarrarangesulysses.org 0418 329 617

Stephen Griffiths stephen.griffiths1951@gmail.com secretary@yarrarangesulysses.org 0425 772 831

Mark Edmonds eddofritz@outlook.com treasurer@yarrarangesulysses.org 0418 172 767

John Ashley john_ashley1954@icloud.com ridecoordinator@yarrarangesulysses.or
g

0418 535 991

Andrew 
Degenhardt

andrewdegenhardt@bigpond.com webmaster@yarrarangesulysses.org 0421 911 814

Chris Collins cctcollins@bigpond.com welfarecoordinator@yarrarangesulysse
s.org

0409 364 090

Rebecca Davey reb2952@gmail.com
socialcoordinator@yarrarangesulysses.
org

0438 591 193

Rowan Smith dagmar.smith5@bigpond.com gveditor@yarrarangesulysses.org 0457 251 566

Don’t don’t forget our monthly Social Dinner and Branch gathering held on the 4th Thursday of 
every month, at Kilsyth Club. Family and friends are welcome. 

My continued thanks to all the generous contributors to our March “Grapevine”. All contributions 
are welcome and gratefully received. Please send them directly to me at 
dagmar.smith5@bigpond.com  .  

Rowan Smith   #52720
Editor.
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President’s Report March 2023

Hi all, we are back from our holidays at least for those who were lucky enough to
get away and back into the swing of things. 

Roger organised a trip up to the Grampians which 25 of our members 
participated in and what a great success the weekend was. Weather was 
fabulous, company great and the roads were long.  The Grampians Branch made 
us feel very welcome and organised a ride to the little town of Willaura on the 
Saturday.  Upon our arrival the town of Willaura tripled its population and as a 
result made page 12 of the Ararat Advocate.

After that 130 kilometre ride, Saturday afternoon was spent at a small drinking stop in the quiet 
little hamlet of Hall’s Gap where my lovely wife and I shared a yarn or two over a relaxing cold 
beverage with some like-minded travellers!!!!

A really great weekend, so thank you to the Grampians Branch and their President: John Harkin, 
to the Ride Leaders and TEC’s that got us there and back to Hall’s Gap and to Roger and Hank for 
leading all of us to Stawell and beyond and returning us safely home as our Ride Leader and TEC 
respectively and especially to Roger for organising the trip.  A great part of the weekend was no 
punctures or incidents, so thank you to everyone for your company and friendship and I hope you 
all had fun.
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By the time you read this article, we will have commemorated our eleventh Fernshaw Memorial /
Remembrance  Day on  Sunday  the  26th  of  February  2023 where  we remember  three  of  our
beloved  members  who  have  Ridden  On  since  March  2022;  those  being  Jacquie  LOUWERSE
(#42837) on the 27th of May, Dianne WELSON (Member No: #26234) on the 15th of September
and Colin BOYLE (#40629) on the 22nd of September 2022.  We are better for knowing them and
for their fellowship and our hearts go out to their families.

The Yarra Ranges Branch of the Ulysses Club will celebrate their 20th year Anniversary this year,
so Rebecca and I have commenced preliminary enquiries for our Anniversary celebration which will
be held  at  Club Kilsyth  on  the  24th of  June 2023.  I  am looking forward  to  seeing  as  many
members as possible both old and new dining and dancing the night away. However, number will
be restricted on the night, and when final costings are determined, Rebecca will commence a list
for attendees.

With our Branch AGM coming up on the 23rd of March, it is probably a good time to look at the 
expiry of our Membership to see if we are currently financial. I would hate to see anyone 
nominated excluded due to their Membership not being renewed or if there is a vote members 
excluded because of failing to renew their membership.

Too you all, stay upright and stay safe.

Stewart Westfield
#59019
President
Ulysses Club, Yarra Ranges Branch
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Treasurer’s Report

The 2022 calendar year financial result has been finalised and I’m pleased to report the result is a 

small surplus of $85. Below is a financial summary for activity for the 

period 1 January to 31 December 2022.
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As at 31 December 2022, $12,935.40 was held in cash at bank including $8,380.31
on term deposit.

During the year, $4,069 was generated from various fundraising activities which subsidised
$2,939 in club events and activities. The consistently reliable input and staunch support
from Ed Morris (Saturday Numbers Game) and Tony Garner (Social Night Raffle) were much appreciated. The 
contribution from Committee members, friends and family in assisting
with event coordination at various times highlights the fantastic culture and supportive
environment of our club. The Bunnings BBQ provided $951 in additional revenue and is
a great example of many members pitching in to help on the day. 

The Treasurers Report at the March 2023 AGM will provide more detail on the 2022 financial
result and will provide an opportunity for club members seeking any further clarification.

As at February 2023, the year to date financial result is a deficit of $1,759 which is
mainly due to a Committee approved $1,500 donation to UCARF (Ulysses Club Arthritis
Research Fund) in February. Rheumatoid arthritis research has been the preferred charity
of the Ulysses Club since 1997. The club’s national website provides extensive background
on the origin of this initiative.

The Committee at its February meeting, discussed and adopted a provisional draft 2023 
financial budget which will be subject to review and possible ratification (pending any 
amendments) at the first meeting of the new Committee in April.

Should any member require further information or clarification, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Mark Edmonds
Treasurer
Yarra Ranges Ulysses treasurer@yarrarangesulysses.org

Secretary’s Report

The branch activities continue to idle along nicely, with some busy weeks
revving up like the weekend with the Grampians branch. Loved that trip.
When you have breakfast in the main street of Stawell and you make the
local paper as a special event it tells you a bit about the closeness of the
local community. And when you then have lunch at the bakery in Willaura
and it similarly makes the Ararat news. This was a great group of people,
especially at the Friday night dinner and local rides. Special thanks to all
who helped organise it. I hope to repeat this next year.

On more mundane matters, we continue to recruit new members, mainly via
our public Facebook page. So far this remains at a healthy level, as anyone can see from the new
faces at the Wednesday rides or at Saturday Brunch.

We can confirm that our annual UCARF donation has been paid from our ongoing fundraising
activities. More details of our income and spending, including subsidising our branch activities can
be found in the Treasurers report.
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We will see some changes over the next year no doubt, with a new committee elected this month.
For those who missed the Club Kilsyth dinner, the results are as follows:

Standing down: Stewart Westfield as President.

Hank Steuten as Secretary.

Roger Petrucci as Ride Coordinator.

New committee members elected for 2023/24 following the AGM on the 23rd of March are:

Henry Rokx as President.

Stephen Griffiths as Secretary.

John Ashley as Ride Coordinator.

Mark Edmonds remains as Treasurer.

Andrew Degenhardt remains as Webmaster.

Chris Collins remains as Welfare Officer.

Rebecca Davey remains as Social Coordinator.

I am sure you will all join me to welcome these people who will be directing our branch over the
next year. And remember, if there is something you would like to see happen, like rides, social
events or anything related to the branch, then feel free to put your hand up and help out.

I can say it has been a great experience for me working with all the members of a great team on
the branch committee and also helpers like Tracey for merchandise and with Rowan as editor of
The Grapevine. They work together well and make it a pleasure.

Hank Steuten
#66189
Secretary
Ulysses Club Yarra Ranges Branch

 Welfare Report March 2023. 

It’s a fact of life that as we age gracefully, our chances of hitting bumpy waters
is far greater than when we were in our younger and fitter days. Unfortunately,
Ulysses members are certainly no different in that members will at some stage 
be looking for a listening ear, a shoulder in which to lean on or to require 
assistance. 

One of the most amazing things about our wonderful club is the role in which 
we all play in helping people when help is most needed. Isn’t it fantastic to 

know that help or support is only a phone call away 24 Hours a day. 

Over quite a few years now, I have been sitting in the role of the Welfare Officer position within 
the Yarra Ranges Branch.  I would like to take this opportunity to discuss this position further in a 
hope that it might just lead to helping someone in need one day. 

GRAPEVINE | MARCH 2023
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To look after a couple hundred members is just not something that can be easily done. Within this 
fantastic Branch, we have many members that are offering regular support to members in need.  
From my perspective, my main objective is to ensure that our members in need are being 
managed by someone. In most cases, the right person to be helping another is a close friend or a 
preferred riding buddy….The highest priority being that a fellow club person is “checking in”.  

So what sort of things can we provide to those in need ? 

A much needed timely phone call or an unexpected text message works wonders
When mobility is an issue….ensuring that the member can make it to an appointment. 
Arranging transport to club events so that they can be with their club mates 
Arranging for clothing – even replacement motorcycle clothing 
Working closely with family members to ensure a good outcome for a member.              

So what can you do….

Be a good listener / It doesn’t mean you have all the answers – This costs nothing but time!  
Recognise the signs for help – If you are not confident to handle a situation, reach out to the 
Welfare Officer or Branch President as a starting place
Remember that not everyone wants to be helped …. There will be a right place / a right time. 
Remember the golden words….Are you OK? 

And finally, a very big thank you to the many members who each out to others in that 
time of need. I would also like to acknowledge the initiative of Richard Halford with the 
recently introduced “Coffee & Chat” group that takes place at Brunch Café every 
Tuesday at 10am. 

Chris Collins #59097 
Welfare Officer Yarra Ranges Branch / Ulysses 

Branch Shirts / Branch Name Plates 

For all enquiries regarding Branch shirts and name badges, please reach out to Chris or Tracey 
Collins.  Chris Can be reached on 0409364090. Prices of these pieces can fluctuate so the more we
order is normally a better cost outcome. 

Ride Report – Roger Petrucci (Ride Co-ordinator) 

It has been a busy summer period with lots of good weather any many 
club rides. We are very fortunate to have so many great riding destinations
on our doorstep. Our club has weekly Wednesday, Friday and Saturday 
rides which are each quite different and tend to attract different riders. We 
also have Thursday rides which cater for our senior riders that prefer a 
short 25 to 40 km ride and a chat over coffee or lunch.

If you are interested in joining any of the club rides please refer to our club
Facebook events page or our Yarra Ranges website. All the rides have a Ride Leader as well as a 
Tail End Charlie to ensure that the ride group stays together and no one is left behind. The ride 
leader is responsible for explaining the ride route, identifying corner marking and safe riding 
instructions. Safety is a top priority and each rider is required to fill a ride sheet at the beginning 
of each ride so that we can look after our riders in case of a breakdown or an accident.

GRAPEVINE | MARCH 2023
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The club is always interested in suggestions from our members for ride destinations for both day 
rides and longer duration rides. Please feel free to contact me or any of our ride leaders if you 
have some ride ideas for our club. We are also very keen for members to put up their hand to lead
a ride as it currently falls onto a very small group to do all the planning. Please volunteer if you 
would like to lead a ride.

In early February our club organised a 3 day ride with the help of John Harkin of the Grampians 
Ulysses Branch to catch up with our mates and enjoy some rides in their locality. We caught up 
with the Grampians crew at The Tracks Café in Maryborough for lunch before being led via some 
great countryside to Stawell for the night. Most of our members stayed at the Diamond House 
Hotel where we also had dinner with the Grampians members. The dinner was excellent and 48 
members had a great time meeting other members and catching up with old friends. On the 
second day we all caught up for breakfast in Stawell township and had a group photo in front of 
the council building before heading off for a ride through the Grampians before lunch at Willaura 
then onto Lake Bellfield before leaving our Grampians friends and heading to Halls Gap. After an 
excellent day ride we enjoyed a relaxing drink at the Paper Rocks Scissors Brewery before dinner 
at the Kookaburra Hotel.  Overall, all the riders had a great time and were very appreciative of the
efforts of John Harkin and the Ride Leaders and Tail End Charlies from the Grampians Branch. 
Thank You Grampians Club!

Grampians and Yarra Ranges Club members

Rock Paper Scissors – Halls Gap

On 26 February our club had a ride to Fernshaw Reserve to remember our members that have 
passed away. Our President – Stewart gave a very heart felt tribute speech that was appreciated 
by all members. Organising such an event requires the help of many members and I would like to 
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thank Rebecca, Homer, Sue and Tony who organised the BBQ trailer, food & drinks, cooking and 
serving on the day. Thank you also to the 30 members that came and made it a successful day.

This will be my last post in the Grapevine as Ride Coordinator as I will be handing over my duties 
to a new Ride Coordinator at the end of March. Prior to handing over I have organised a second 
catch up with the Bendigo club on our turf at Rubicon on 25-26 March. At this stage we have over 
40 members between the 2 clubs registered and I am sure that we will have a fabulous time. 

Thank you for the honour of acting as Ride Coordinator over the last year and as Treasurer for the
4 years prior to that. I have greatly enjoyed both roles and benefitted from the experience!

  Fernshaw memorial 

Roger Petrucci Ride Co-ordinator. 

Ask Constable Freddie FLATFOOT: #1

  Hello, Constable Freddie FLATFOOT here again working hard to keep
everyone safe on our roads.  This week I was talking to a Motorcycle 
Rider and a retired Truck Driver about distraction devices and 
changes to the rules in relation to Mobile Telephone. I would like to 
thank young Barry for his interest, and I hope I can answer his 
queries in the material below.
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New Road Rules are being introduced regulating the use of a range of portable, wearable 
and inbuilt devices while driving a vehicle or riding a motorbike. The rules expand and 
clarify a number of rules already in place for mobile phones and take effect on 31 March 
2023.

The rules reflect the significant increase of in-vehicle technologies and other technologies 
capable of distracting a driver and are designed to help keep people safe on our roads.

The rules are expanded from mobile phones and visual display units to cover:

Portable devices (unmounted mobile phones, tablets)

Wearable devices (smartwatches, wearable heads-up display)

Inbuilt devices (Information, navigation, and entertainment systems, heads-up display that is an
inbuilt part of the vehicle)

Mounted devices (Heads-up display, tablet, mobile phone, media player etc if securely mounted 
in or on a vehicle); and

Motor bike helmet devices.

Rules for L and P platers are different to those for fully licensed drivers.

Drivers with full licences:
Drivers who hold a full licence in general cannot touch an unmounted portable device, such as a 
phone, tablet, laptop, or any other device while driving.

Specifically, for all device types (portable, mounted, wearable and inbuilt) you must not, while 
driving:

enter text, numbers or symbols.

scroll (such as on websites, social media, playlists)

play videos or games or take video calls.

display text messages, social media, emails, or photos

GRAPEVINE | MARCH 2023
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rest a device on any part of the body, or pass a device to a passenger.

Rules for portable devices such as unmounted or loose mobile phones, tablets, laptops, media
players and game-consoles.

When driving (except when parked), you must not:

 Touch a portable device, even if it is turned off.

 Allow a portable device to be in your lap or on any part of your body or clothes (unless it 
is in a pocket, or in a pouch attached to your belt or other part of your body)

 Look at the display of a device being operated by another person in the vehicle

 Pass a portable device to a passenger.

 If a passenger, pass a portable device to a driver.

You can:

 Connect to your vehicle’s Bluetooth and place the device out of sight and reach before you 
start driving.

 Use a mobile phone or other device to pay at a drive-through.

Rules for mounted devices (mobile phones and tablets) and inbuilt navigation and 
entertainment systems

For mobile phones and tablets, the mounting must be commercially designed and manufactured for
that purpose, and the device must be secured in the mounting.

As a general rule, drivers can use their mounted or inbuilt systems for functions such as music 
and navigation, provided they are not entering text, scrolling or viewing images or video.

When driving (except when parked), you must not:

1. Enter information, text, numbers or symbols (unless using voice control)

2. Scroll on the device (such as scrolling through texts messages, social media, music etc.)

3. Use the device for:
1. Reading or writing text messages, emails, message threads or viewing websites

2. Watching movies, TV, video games or other moving images

3. Viewing social media and photos

4. Video calls.

 If a passenger, you must not use the device if it is likely to distract the driver.

You can however, touch the device briefly to:

 initiate, accept, or reject an audio call.

 play or stream audio material

 adjust volume levels
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 use a function on the device designed to assist you to operate the vehicle

 use a navigation function

 use a function on the device designed to monitor a driver’s behaviour or condition, or

 carry out a professional driving task.

Rules for wearable devices such as smart watches, smart glasses and wearable heads-up 
displays.

When driving (except when parked) you must not:

 touch the device (other than by incidental contact caused by wearing the device)

 use the device, for example, for any of the following:
o Reading or writing text such as messages and emails

o Viewing social media and photos

o Engaging in video calls

o Using a navigation function on the device

 use a function on the device designed to monitor a driver’s behaviour or condition

 carry out a professional driving task.

However, you can do the following but only if using voice controls:

 initiate, accept or reject an audio call on the device

 play or stream audio material on the device.

 adjust volume levels.

Rules for Motorbike helmet devices (head up displays, communicators, cameras and inbuilt or
secured mobile phones).

The only actions motorbike riders can use to operate helmet devices is limited to touching the 
device briefly, or using voice commands, to:

 initiate, accept or reject an audio call on a device

 play or stream audio material on the device.

 use a function on the device designed to assist a driver to operate a vehicle

 use a navigation function on the device.

 use a function on the device designed to monitor a driver’s behaviour or condition (such as a
heart monitor)

 carry out a professional driving task, and

 adjust volume levels for any of the above.

Riders and operators of bicycles, electric scooters, recreational 
vehicles and electric personal transporters.
GRAPEVINE | MARCH 2023
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The new rules also apply to riders and operators of operators of bicycles, electric scooters, 
recreational vehicles (such as people on skateboard and roller blades) and electric personal 
transporters.

Learner P1 and P2 drivers.
Due to their lack of experience and increase road safety risk, L and P platers are subject to more
restrictions when it comes to distracted driving. 

L and P platers when driving cars or riding motorbikes cannot:

 operate portable devices (such as mobile phones, tablets or laptops) in any way, including 
for phone calls and navigation

 use voice controls to operate any devices.

 enter text, numbers or symbols

 scroll (such as on websites, social media, playlists)

 play videos or games or take video calls,

 display text messages, social media, emails, or photos.

 rest a device on any part of the body, or pass a device to a passenger

Rules for mobile phones, tablets, laptops, media players and game-consoles (portable 
devices).

As an L or P plater, you are not allowed to operate a non-mounted portable device in any way when 
driving, even when stationary but not parked.

When driving, you must not:

 Touch a portable device (regardless of whether the device is on or off)

 Look at the display of a portable device being operated by another person

 Allow a portable device to be in your lap or resting on any part of your body or clothes 
(unless it is in a pocket or a holding pouch attached to your clothes e.g. to your belt)

 Operate a portable device at all - not even by using voice controls

 Have any ongoing activity on a portable device while driving (such as audio or navigation 
setup prior to driving).

If you want to operate a portable device in a motor vehicle, you will need to be parked.

Rules for mounted devices (mobile phones and tablets) and inbuilt navigation and 
entertainment systems.

For mobile phones and tablets to be considered a “mounted device”, the mounting must be 
commercially designed and manufactured for that purpose, and the device must be secured in the 
mounting.

As an L or P plater if you use a mounted device or an inbuilt device while driving, you must not:
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 Scroll or enter information, text, numbers or symbols on mounted or inbuilt devices.

 Use voice controls to operate any mounted or inbuilt devices.

 Use the device for:
o Reading or writing text messages, emails, message threads or viewing websites.

o Watching movies, TV, video games or other moving images.

o Viewing social media and photos.

o Video or audio calls.

However, as an L or P plater you can:

 Use mounted devices for navigation and playing audio (such as music or podcasts) providing 
it is set up before a journey commences. You must pull over and park to change a song or 
enter a different address. You are not permitted to touch a mounted device for any 
purpose during a drive.

 Briefly touch your inbuilt device to adjust navigation settings, climate controls and audio 
functions (such as the radio).

Rules for smart watches, smart glasses, and wearable heads-up displays.

You cannot:

 Touch a wearable device (other than by incidental contact with the device caused by the 
driver wearing the device)

 Operate the device using voice controls.

 Look at the display of a wearable device being operated by another person in the motor 
vehicle.

What can I do with a wearable device?

 You are allowed to play or stream audio material on a wearable device, provided it is set up 
before you begin driving, or by pulling over and parking first.

 You can only operate the wearable device by permitting ongoing activity on the device. This 
means you will need to park before you can touch the device or use voice controls to adjust 
the volume or change what audio is playing.

Rules for Motorbike helmet devices (head up displays, communicators, cameras and inbuilt or
secured mobile phones).

Other than using the device for images or information associated with the safety or operation of 
the bike, L and P platers can only use motorbike helmet device for:

 Playing or streaming audio material (music, podcasts, audio books)

 Navigation

However, you must not:
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 touch the device or use voice controls when doing the above.

The functions need to be set up before you start driving, and you must pull over to change the 
settings.

Penalties:

The penalties for illegal use of mobile phones (or other device types) remain same as prior to the 
commencement of the new rules in March 2023.

Illegal use of a mobile phone (or other device) attracts a $555 fine and four (4) demerit 
points. 

If the matter is heard at court, the fine for illegal mobile phone/device use can be as 
much as $1,849.

Learner and probationary drivers will lose their permit / licence if they accumulate more 
than four (4) demerit points in a year (compared with a full licence holder who cannot 
accumulate more than 11 in a 3-year period).  

Ask Constable Freddie FLATFOOT: #2

Hi there, Constable Freddie FLATFOOT here with pen in hand at the ready and waiting to give
you my expert option. 

I had a discussion the other day with a Motorist about what he called a scourge on the road, “The
Bicycle Rider”. 

I  don’t  think  he  was  talking  exclusively  about  the  Lycra,  cladded  over-weight,  middle  aged
pretender who brings his push bike out for a leisurely Sunday pedal in the Dandenong Ranges. I
got a feeling he was talking about numerous bicycle riders who take their lives in their hands
when they play traffic roulette on the roads.

Firstly, let’s look at some stats in Victoria regarding Bicycle Riders:

A person riding a bike is 34 times more likely than vehicle occupants to be seriously injured in a
crash.
You are 4.5 times more likely to be killed in a crash if you’re riding a bicycle.
In 2019, 11 people died in bicycle collisions and each year over 500 people are injured.
Crashes involving bike riders are most common at intersections, when leaving a path or driveway
or when a car door is opened into a rider’s path this is called “dooring”.
Providing  a  safe  distance  between  your  vehicle  and  a  rider  can  help  to  reduce  road  trauma
involving bike riders.
I know it can be frustrating to be stuck behind slow moving traffic, more so push bike riders,
however except for several differences and some additional rules the Road Rules are the same
for Bicycle Riders as they are for drivers and riders within Victoria.
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Since April 2002, when drivers and motorcycle riders pass a bicycle rider, they must leave a
space of at least 1 metre (3 feet) between their vehicle and the rider on roads with speed limits
up to 60km/h. If drivers and/or motorcycle riders are travelling on roads with speed limits over
60km/h, they must leave a bigger space of at least 1.5 metres (5 feet) between their vehicle and
the bicycle rider.

These laws apply whenever a motorised vehicle is passing a bicycle rider, including:

When  the  bike  rider  is  cycling  in  a  bicycle  lane  (including  painted  white  lines,  temporary
separation like a pop-up bike lane, and permanent separation eg. kerbing separating the bicycle
lane).

When bike riders are riding two abreast on the road; and 

When the bike riders are riding in bus lanes or riding single file in bus lanes.

It may be necessary in narrow traffic lanes where there is not enough space for another vehicle
to overtake a bicycle safely for Bike riders to take up the whole traffic lane. A bike rider is
required to use an on-road bike lane where provided unless impracticable to do so, say vehicles
are obstructing the on-road bike lane.

When the roadway narrows or is busy in both directions bicycle riders may choose to ride single 
file to let others pass by, when safe to do so but are they obliged to ride single file all the time, 
simply the answer is “NO”.  Bike riders are allowed to ride two abreast but they must not ride 
more than 1.5 metres apart. Australian and New Zealand practice, currently, is to provide 
standard traffic lane widths of 3.5 meters which are measured from the face of the gutter to 
the lane line for multi-lane roads, or roads with shoulders.

Therefore, if you find yourself driving your car, which on average is 2.5 metres wide in a standard
traffic lane attempting to pass two bike riders travelling 1.5 metres apart you may have to travel
over the centre of the roadway to pass the bicycles lawfully and safely, however this may cause
your  vehicle  to  drive  on  or  across  a  single  or  double  continuous  white line,  so  are  you  then
committing a traffic violation? Well, no you are not, the Victorian Road Rules permit you to drive
on, across or outside edge lines for up to 100 metres, drive in a bus lane, transit lane or truck
lane for a maximum of 100 metres and drive in a bicycle lane or tram lane for a maximum of 50
metres. Motorcycles are certainly not as wide as motor cars, but the same rules and distances
apply.

Bike  Riders  cycling  on  roads  or  paths  are  required  to  wear  a  properly  fastened  Australian
standards approved bicycle helmet, and must signal when turning right, although they have the
option to do a hook turn at any intersection, unless signed otherwise. This can be a safer option as
they don’t need to cross into the middle of the road to turn right allowing them to share the road
more safely by riding predictably, using eye contact and indicating all changes of direction.  Bike
riders are allowed to pass other vehicles on the left except when those vehicles are indicating
and turning left.

Drivers and riders of motorcycles are permitted to use bike lanes for no more than 50 metres
and only where necessary to pass a vehicle turning right, to enter or leave a side street, another
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traffic lane or parking space, or when stopping or parking if allowed. However, opening a car door
into the path of a person or vehicle is not only dangerous for bike riders, the driver or passenger
who does so can be fined, so drivers should use their mirrors and do a head check before opening
a car door.

A bike rider must use a front light, rear light (flashing or steady), and a rear red reflector when
riding at night or in conditions where visibility is poor.

Putting aside whether it is actually a good idea or not, riding while under the influence of alcohol in 
Australia, specifically Victoria, is – unsurprisingly – not a penalty-free activity, but in fact one that goes 
back to when we rode around in carriages.

Drunk in charge of a carriage offences go back to the days where we had horse-driven carts and has not 
been updated (except the amount of the fine) since. You can be fined about $1,400 (10 penalty units) or 
get two months’ prison. That’s right. Riding drunk in Victoria could see you in jail or with a very big fine. 

In Victoria:  Police only have the power to breath test those in motor vehicles, such as cars,
motorcycles, trucks etc. but if you find yourself in hospital as a result of a collision, a blood test
may be taken which will show your blood alcohol level. Police have no authority to request a breath
or blood test for a person who has ridden or is found riding a bicycle and if a demand is made
this is one of the only cases that you can refuse. You can’t get demerit points or lose your licence.

Happy Cycling.
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Wednesday Ride to Pelikan Societie Cafe in Hastings , 1st 
March. Just ONE example of Ian McKenna’s great 
conributions as ride leader EVERY week!
Today we had 11 riders including a new rider David Humphries start off from Brunch Cafe in 
Kilsyth. We rode to Wandin North, Beenak Road to Yellingbo and from Cockatoo to Gembrook.

We enjoyed some sunshine to Pakenham,  followed by light rain at Cardinia. At this point a road 
closure threatened the way ahead, the visor on my helmet fell of and it started raining on my 
route instructions.

After a minute or so I was sorted and we headed to Clyde, Pearcdale and Tyabb to Hastings. We 
had a good lunch at the Pelikan Societie Cafe, I had the Pelikan Beef  Burger and then wondered 
why there seemed to be no pelicans in the area.

We rode home through Clyde, and Beaconsfield to Emerald. One rider David Humphries lasted the 
distance and joined me for a final coffee at the Emerald Village Bakery. We had a great day of 
riding, regards Ian McKenna.
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TRIVIA

Telemachus was a young Greek hero whose adventures are seen as the Greek version of
the coming-of-age story.

  The coming-of-age narrative arc is a popular and widely recognised theme for 
storytelling. Telemachus had a famous father — Odysseus — who travelled most of the 
known Greek world, generating many fascinating myths. Likewise, Telemachus himself 
had many adventures on the journey to adulthood. The first four books of the Odyssey are
also known as the “Telemachy” as they relate to the story of the young hero’s travels in 
search of news about his father. Parallels with the modern conception of the coming-of-
age narrative are clear. In this story we can see the basis of the genre — its birth lies in 
Greek myth.

  Telemachus was the son of Penelope, and Odysseus, who ruled the kingdom of Ithaca in 
ancient Greece. His name means “far from battle” which alludes to his first appearance in 
Greek myth as a baby who Odysseus had reluctantly left behind to go to war far away on 
the plains of Troy. Odysseus did not return home for another twenty years and his story is
told in the Odyssey.

  By the end of the Odyssey, Telemachus has grown into a responsible young man who is 
accepting of his flaws and yet wise in his efforts to improve himself. The end of the 
Odyssey is by no means the end of Telemachus’ story, but the conclusion to his coming-
of-age arc, and the beginning of his life as an adult.

  Bethany Williams Telemachus: The Original Greek Coming of Age Story (thecollector.com)  
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History of the Motor Trike Pierre Michaux – Velocipede, 1860’s

In the 1860s Pierre  Michaux,  a blacksmith  in  Paris,  founded Michaux and company",  the first
company to construct bicycles with pedals called a “Velocipede” at the time, or "Michauline".  The
first steam powered motorcycle, the Michaux-Perreaux steam velocipede, can be traced to 1867,
when Pierre's son Ernest Michaux fitted a small steam engine to one of the 'velocipedes'. 

The design went to America when Pierre Lallement, a Michaux employee who also claimed to have
developed the prototype in 1863, filed for the first bicycle patent with the US patent office in
1866.  In 1868 an American, Sylvester H Roper of Roxbury, Massachusetts, developed a twin-
cylinder steam velocipede with a coal-fired boiler between the wheels.  Roper's contribution to
motorcycle  development ended suddenly when he died demonstrating one of  his  machines in
Cambridge, Massachusetts on June 1, 1896. 

Also,  in  1868,  a  French engineer Louis-Guillaume Perreaus patented a similar  steam powered
single cylinder machine, the Michaux-Perreaux steam velocipede, with an alcohol burner and twin
belt drives, which was possibly invented independently of Roper's. Although the patent is dated
1868, nothing indicates the invention had been operable before 1871. 

In 1881, Lucius Copeland of Phoenix, Arizona designed a much smaller steam boiler which could
drive the large rear wheel of an American Star high-wheeler at 12 mph. In 1887 Copeland formed
the  Northrop  Manufacturing  Company  to  produce  the  first  successful  'Moto-Cycle'  (actually  a
three-wheeler).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_motorcycle

It’s Not Rocket Science… or is it? 

Pandora’s box of evils has been opened… (or is it “Pandora’s Can of Worms”? [Ed.])

 Ooops, seems like it actually is rocket science. Enthused after performance improvements
to the baby FZR with cams (Yamaha designed) and headers (admittedly just lucky there, 
since purchased to beautify due to rubbish steel that Yam originally used under the cowls)
I turned to the air-box. Forgetting about jetting until the air is resolved…. but opening up 
the inlet, or removing the air-box snorkel just worsened power. Why does it point 
backwards anyway (think also the Torana bonnet scoop)? But F1 bigmouth scoops are 
way out there, even tho’ creating drag by doing so!
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Feeding four air-
hungry mouths
doesn’t compare to a jet engine, but the science is the same as developed by NASA’s 
precursor (NACA). 

And it continues to evolve. A 2015 thesis is linked, using the CBR250RR engine in a 
restricted-class racecar – with same 45hp baseline as the FZR... 
rc.library.uta.edu/uta-ir/bitstream/handle/10106/25398/Seshadri_uta_2502M_13339.pdf 
Manifold issues beging on pg10 (of 76).

Sure, it’s turbo’d, but intake gaseous flow is of concern to all (tip: avoid lentils). A bi-
stage at 35psi on an FZR250 tripled brake hp, so you have to believe that getting air in is 
paramount to performance.

As Richard Hallford tried to explain to me, venturi effect means fast moving air is at lower 
pressure, and can exert less pressure onto the filter. The duct pulls in the slowest moving,
denser air, and tapers outwards from its narrow mouth to diffuse/slow down airflow ie 
increase pressure. 

The 1945 paper explains it: NACA ducts are submerged into a bonnet (think Ferrari F40), 
where duct diffusion angle used is less than 7 degrees. But Ram-air is taken from the 
jetstream where design of the duct diffuses wider than this, and here you need an 
engineer with computing power. Flow dynamics is not for guesswork, as Aug 2017 Race 
Tech Mag describes using a 15 degree diffuser into the cabin for driver cooling at Le Mans 
– which blew a door off, so hinges had to be upgraded.

If still tempted to swap out manufacturer’s air intake for some sticky-outy round pod, 
then looks matter more than performance (which is why you ride that Harley, eh?)
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Further reading:
Experimental and
Numerical Analysis
of a Motorcycle Air
Intake System
Aerodynamics and
Performance [Halim
& Dahalan et al,
2020]

 

Well, you ask, what after-market can I spoil myself with? 

“tobele zgomotoase salvează vieți” is the obvious answer, but do loud pipes really save 
lives? An even less comprehensible issue, due to the paper only being published in
Romanian but, there’s a vid: www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9QTPyMJGgo This 2020 study 
placed a variety of revving bikes around a modern car, which had music at conversational 
volume. Bikes could not be heard approaching head-on at any distance, but were noticed 
at 10m when coming from behind (where less sound deadening material is used). And the
manufacturer has experts who’ve used Phil Irving’s Tuning for Speed as a primer, so 
optimally design the exhaust. Throwing out my Yam EXUP pipes really killed bottom end 
by losing the variable exhaust restrictor, but optimised power above 9000rpm. Spec bike 
was designed for allround enjoyment, and squeezing everything out of a 250 has limited 
benefit. Sensible option is a bigger bike! Best you get advice before tinkering, from such 
as Sheri’s new besty - Unique Exhausts in Barry Rd Bayswater.

From GEOFF KIRKWOOD
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 A Little “OFF”… (by an Old Codger)

Ten years ago...

The little “Off” from the Motorcycle; some sort of Epiphany and one-hell of a learning curve!

I hope that some of these recent experiences might be of interest, or better still, use to our 

friends. I’ve hopefully learnt from the experience!

So it finally happened. After decades of safe riding: the dreaded “Off”! Being hit on the head by a 

heavy weight called “reality”. So what happens?

Cruising with Ulysses friends Laurie and Muzza, down the South Gippy and Bass highways, on a 

carefree Saturday morning. We ride over the bridge onto Phillip Island and take to south road past

the Grand Prix track. The Bike is purring; the weather perfect and I’m in “the Zone”.

The Zone.. That’s the first worry. Relaxed and blasé, I drop my guard. This is all it takes to lose 

the edge when things go wrong. My first mistake!

...and things can go wrong!

A small rise in the road; a vehicle in my lane apparently moving forwards, but then I realise too 

late that the vehicle is stationary. I try to avoid impact by overtaking only to realise, too late again

that the vehicle is doing a right turn with no brake lights or indicators working. It transpires later 

that it is unroadworthy as the electrics don’t work.

T-Boned!..

Visceral memory; like a slomo movie, all in a split second:

The nose of the vehicle; back brake and throttle; unavoidable; screaming metal against metal.. 

Then the most extraordinary thing...

“Letting go” and instantaneous acceptance, all in a micro-second!

This is the most curious thing about the whole experience. The experts say to not fight the 

inevitable; to relax and give over to forces now beyond our control. Resist the SR (Survival reflex)

which is generally wrong. Don’t resist the irresistible. All well and good in theory, but you never 

know how you will react until it happens. In mid-air, all I remember thinking is that anything a 

poke out to break my fall with be broken off!! So I gave over to the inevitable and had a real and 

profound feeling of relaxation overwhelm me and continue as I came to rest, between reasonably 

soft grass between the gravel road and the barbed wire fence .

I dodged the bullet.

My beautiful V-Strom DL 1000 died that day. I couldn’t believe the damage. Was it luck or 

something else that kept me alive. The witnesses said they thought I was gone. Sure, I was 

initiated into a whole new world of pain, with three major skin grafts and a slow recovery, but I 

had no broken bones; no sinew or muscle damage and no internal or head injurious.
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If you’ll pardon my small philosophical wandering.. The ancient Greek philosopher Xenon came up 

with a paradox that may help. Ask the question, say “Why did I survive?” and think of possible 

answers: “Pure accident and dumb luck”” or “Something was looking after me”. According the 

Xenon’s paradox the simplest answer is more likely to be the best answer. Which IS the simplest 

answer. Now I think I know.

What else came we learn as motorcyclists?

Beware “the zone” where thoughts of invulnerability creep in.

Wear proper bike gear.. my gear is pretty wrecked but did it’s job.

If worst comes to worst, relax! Give over!!

My gratitude to friends; family; colleagues; students and Ulyssians past and present for their 

wonderful support is beyond words. Thank-you all so much!

HUMOUR.

I got a motorcycle for my wife last week. Best. Trade. Ever!

Motorcyclist: I can drive this motorcycle on one wheel! 4 year old: *gasp* wheelie?!

An accident between a motorcycle and a car occurred yesterday. The cause was 
determined to be the motorcyclist riding recklessly. It was wheelie bad.

My girlfriend, Ruth, fell off the back of my motorcycle. I rode on, ruthlessly
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RIDDEN ON. VALE… Graeme Leaf.

The passing of Graeme LEAF:  

It is with sadness that I advise the Members of the Ulysses Club Family of the death of our good
friend Graeme LEAF (Member: #27031) who passed away on  Monday the 13th of March 2023.
Born in New Zealand, Graeme was affiliated with the Yarra Ranges Branch and was a member of
the Ulysses Club from the 20th of March 2002 until the 31st of December 2019.

In  his  later  years  Graeme suffered  with  dementia and  was  unfortunately  estranged  from his
family. He was depended upon the support of the Yarra Ranges Branch and especially his great
friends in Gipp Hawley (Member: #41390) and Roger Petrucci (Member: #60305) who supported
him  with  appointments  with  medical  practitioners  and  specialist,  various  authorities  and
Government Agencies. Gipp and Roger enabled Graeme to live a comfortable life with Government
support through my Aged Care with his health, care and accommodation.

Graeme was always in for a ride and was always very smooth on the corners with his beloved
Triumph and his lovely silver Goldwing.

A friend who will be sadly missed. 

Ride on Leafy, ride on.

Stewart Westfield
#59019
President
Ulysses Club, Yarra Ranges Branch

Past issues available

We have digital copies of past issues of Grapevine that you can print out if you want. If you 
would like a specific back issue, or all copies back to March 2020, contact the editor.

Yarra Ranges Ulysses Facebook pages (reminder) 

Our branch's Facebook presence is split between:

1. The ‘closed’ Group page. This is only accessible to branch members. 

The name is Yarra Ranges Branch - Ulysses Club

2. The ‘open’ Public page. This is open to anyone interested in looking at what we do as a 
branch. The main purpose is to allow friends and potential new members to find us.
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The name of the Public page is Ulysses Club Yarra Ranges Branch. You can find a link to it on 
the Group page by looking for the branch logo.

Our Ride and Events Calendar can be accessed from the main 
page 
of our Branch Website and contains the dates of lots of our 
favourite scheduled pastimes - riding, socialising and dining.

For rides only, access the detailed Ride Calendar from the home 
page of the website.

Our website is at www.yarrarangesulysses.org

ADVERTISING.

Johno’s Camper Trailer for sale, excellent condition $4,000.00

Contact Max Russell 0425 343 824                

Please remember to support our sponsors who generously support us.
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